CHAPTER FIVE

THE DOUBLE LIFE OF INTERNATIONAL LAW: INDIGENOUS PEOPLES AND EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES

Now is an explosive time in international law. It is a time in which the common interest of international society is being dramatically restructured as new forces and legal standards shape the way human communities think and act. Of these forces, two are particularly noteworthy: the incorporation of indigenous protections into international law as part of the international human rights movement, and the ever-expanding economic role of transnational enterprises as part of the emergence of global capitalism. Both are known for their revolutionary effect on international law and for their potential to reshape conceptions of domestic governance. This Chapter addresses problems that arise when these forces crash together — too often catastrophically — in the lives of indigenous peoples. In particular, it focuses on the worldwide struggle between indigenous peoples and private sector–based natural-resource development, analyzing and assessing possibilities for reconciling their often alienating and destructive conflict.

The inclusion of indigenous protections within the human rights discourse represents an enormous achievement. Compared to the era of colonial expansion, when international law was either affirmatively involved in or conveniently blind to the oppression of indigenous peoples occurring on almost every continent subject to colonial imperialism, international law today represents one of indigenous peoples’ principal weapons against mistreatment flowing from colonial legacies. Today, internationally recognized indigenous legal protections — most fully expressed in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples1 (UNDRIP) — are vital to efforts to ensure favorable placement of indigenous priorities on the list of international concerns.

Yet the elaboration of legal protections is not the only revolutionary international legal development affecting indigenous wellbeing; globalization and global capitalism have made transnational enterprises influential international actors in their own right, and increasingly so in indigenous spaces. Transnational enterprises have capitalized on monumental opportunities to invest and appropriate surplus value in multiple jurisdictions simultaneously. The proliferation of such opportunities has been facilitated by lowered barriers to foreign trade and investment and supported by national measures and international legal structures, organizations, and instruments — all propelled by once-

consensus notions that market liberalization of all types, including capital market liberalization, is a universally preferred economic policy. Concomitant with and necessary to the rise of transnational enterprises is the continuing growth of treaty protections for international investors that aim to create conditions for business operations to flourish.

The collision between indigenous rights and transnational business activity frequently occurs in the context of natural-resource development. Indigenous peoples are uniquely affected by natural-resource development for at least three interrelated reasons. First, a large proportion of the world’s remaining natural resources — including minerals, fresh water, and potential energy sources — are located on indigenous-occupied lands, which means natural-resource extraction increasingly occurs in or near traditional indigenous areas. Second, global demand for natural resources has skyrocketed in recent years, driven especially by the advancing development of non-Western states — particularly China and India. Third, the aggressive establishment of liberal investment regimes and the proliferation of risk-mitigating investment treaties have lowered the costs of global engagement in resource development, enabling transnational enterprises to operate in regions that were previously beyond reach.

The combination of these factors has meant that indigenous peoples are increasingly confronting proposed resource-development projects on their lands — a problematic state of affairs, given that extractive industries are associated with a vast number of rights abuses perpetrated against indigenous peoples across the globe. These abuses encompass, inter alia, violations of substantive rights, such as the right to life (for example, via direct violence resulting in death or environmental degradation), land and resource-development rights (via

---

2 I refer to a once-ascendant global economic vision founded on the notion that markets, liberated from the fetters of government regulation and involvement, are a “self-regulating and self-correcting” instrument to maximize efficiency and economic growth, from which prosperity will “trickle down” to the poor. David Beetham, Unelected Oligarchy 5 (2011).


4 See Richard Cronin, Natural Resources and the Development-Environment Dilemma, in Exploiting Natural Resources 63, 63 (Richard Cronin & Amit Pandya eds., 2009) (describing the “steadily rising global demand for raw materials, industrial inputs, and energy” as a main driver of resource depletion in the Middle East, Southeast Asia, and South Asia); World Econ. Forum, The Future Availability of Natural Resources 21 (2014) (describing economic growth in emerging markets as a major driver of demand for natural resources).

5 Cronin, supra note 4, at 63–64.

forced displacement), cultural rights (via deprivation of land rights, which often undermines traditional belief systems and coherence of community), rights to free expression (via violent repression), and key procedural rights recognized in the UNDRIP, in particular the right to prior consultation regarding — and free, prior, and informed consent to — development activities on indigenous land.7

Although the causes of the destructive relationship between extractive industries and indigenous peoples are complex, this Chapter argues that at least one reason extractive industries infringe on indigenous rights is the power imbalance between two international legal regimes, each of which aims to accomplish diverse ends, often by demanding that states take contradictory actions with respect to the same lands and the same peoples. This power imbalance exacerbates already-existing power imbalances between indigenous communities, states, and investors, and affects the state’s choice of which regime to privilege in any given scenario. When the issue is understood in this fashion, it becomes clear that improving the plight of indigenous peoples affected by resource-development projects requires a focus on balance or equalization, meant here as an alignment of law designed to structure incentives such that states and investors are more incentivized to find a point of accommodation that would allow both legal regimes to operate in the same space and accomplish their respective purposes without one obliterating the effectiveness of the other. This Chapter argues that one promising way forward in this regard is to lobby developed countries to facilitate the inclusion of indigenous norms into international investment law via treaty language, and to impose an obligation on transnational enterprises to respect such norms as a condition for claiming rights under investment agreements.

Section A provides background on the contemporary place of indigenous peoples and on the nature of transnational enterprises and investor protections in international law. It also fleshes out the international legal divergence sketched above. Section B considers potential reforms, while section C discusses this Chapter’s central proposal.

A. Indigenous Rights Protection and Global Capitalism

1. Contemporary Protections for Indigenous Peoples in International Law. — Compared to international law as it functioned in the positivist period, today’s international law could not be more

revolutionary with respect to human rights protections for indigenous peoples. As a result of advocacy on the international level in key standard-setting bodies, “[i]ndigenous peoples moved, within a generation, [away] from being ‘the forgotten people of international law.’”

Emerging indigenous rights norms have been promulgated through three main processes: “(1) interpretation of existing international law in a way favorable to indigenous peoples’ aspirations; (2) promulgation of new international instruments specifically focused on indigenous peoples’ rights; and (3) successful litigation before international [courts].”

The result has been elaboration of a set of rights — now largely memorialized in the UNDRIP — that is unique within international law. While the indigenous rights regime contains protections of various sorts, this Chapter focuses primarily on land and participatory rights — recognizing that violations of other rights are typically derivative of disputes relating to control of land and participation of indigenous peoples in decisionmaking processes that affect them.

Firstly, rights relating to control of land or territory represent perhaps the clearest and most relevant example of the unique correspondence of indigenous rights to the particularities of indigenous worldview, cosmology, colonial history, and current place in various domestic systems. Land rights form the central claim for many indigenous communities, and are among the rights most susceptible to violation during natural-resource development projects. Indigenous rights to land are protected in the UNDRIP by, inter alia, the


10 See Siegfried Wiessner, Indigenous Sovereignty: A Reassessment in Light of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 41 VAND. J. TRANSNAT’L L. 1141, 1145 (2008) (“Honoring the land rights of indigenous peoples is the first step toward preservation of their culture. The next step is to respect the structures of decisionmaking within traditional communities — a distant variant of the modern processes of decisionmaking in communities we proudly call ‘democratic.’”).


12 See id. at 238 (noting “the negative financial consequences” that recognition of indigenous land rights can visit upon states and transnational corporations, resulting in “their strong opposition to such recognition”).
combination of Articles 25 and 26. Article 25 recognizes the right of indigenous peoples “to maintain and strengthen their distinctive spiritual relationship with their traditionally owned or otherwise occupied and used lands,” while Article 26 establishes that indigenous peoples have the right to the lands or territories that they have traditionally owned or used, including the right to use, development, and control, and which demands state recognition according to the traditions and land tenure systems of the peoples concerned. These rights are further protected by landmark judgments of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights. For instance, in *Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua* the court held the right to property under the American Convention on Human Rights to include the communal property of indigenous communities and ordered Nicaragua to delimit, demarcate, and title indigenous property according to indigenous law, values, and mores. This ruling has gone on to become the cornerstone of a doctrinally robust set of indigenous rights protections within the Inter-American system, upon which both the Inter-American Court of Human Rights and the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights have relied in later cases.

At the core of the recognition of indigenous land rights is the acknowledgement that, for many indigenous peoples, territory is more than a physical possession — that “deep connections with particular lands are a constitutive aspect of indigenous cultures.” Land rights thus intersect with cultural rights and with material wellbeing — indigenous cultures and livelihoods often cannot be preserved in locations outside traditionally indigenous territories, and as such “close ties of indigenous people with the land must be recognized and understood as the fundamental basis of their cultures, their spiritual life, their integrity, and their economic survival.”

Second, land (and other) rights intersect importantly with a set of participatory rights designed to structure the interaction between state decisionmaking bodies and indigenous communities in ways that require states to attend to indigenous perspectives in pursuing their

---

13 UNDRIP, supra note 1, art. 25.
14 See id. art. 26, cls. 1–3.
18 Awas Tingni, Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. C) No. 79, ¶ 149.
objectives. These participatory rights come in two flavors: (1) consultation, and (2) free, prior, and informed consent (FPIC). On consultation, there appears to be a wide consensus that customary international law at least requires that indigenous peoples be consulted regarding any “development project that is to be undertaken within their lands and territories,” that such consultations must be informed in the sense that communities must have complete and precise information on the nature and consequences of the project (including social, health, and environmental risks, to be assessed via impact studies), and that they must be meaningful: that is, conducted in good faith and in the form of a dialogic process, with the aim of securing the consent of the peoples concerned (as opposed to a series of purely formal steps or a single encounter). FPIC is a more controversial and, at least currently, more limited right. It applies only in particular and dire situations — such as (a) development plans or projects that will lead to forced displacement of indigenous peoples from traditional lands; (b) where execution of development plans or extractive operations would prevent indigenous communities from using their lands and other natural resources as necessary for their subsistence; or (c) where storage or disposal of hazardous materials is planned on indigenous-occupied land. The requirement of consultation, and especially of consent in some scenarios, is best understood as an attempt to protect the essential human rights of indigenous communities — including rights to life, cultural identity, and expression — that might otherwise be undermined by resource-development activities.

2. Transnational Enterprises and Investment Treaties. — The present influence of transnational enterprises is rooted in key policy
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19 Ward, supra note 16, at 66; see also Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Indigenous and Tribal Peoples’ Rights over Their Ancestral Lands and Natural Resources: Norms and Jurisprudence of the Inter-American Human Rights System, 35 AM. INDIAN L. REV. 263, 441 (2011) (“The duty of consultation, consent and participation has special force, regulated in detail by international law, in the realization of development or investment plans or projects or the implementation of extractive concessions in indigenous or tribal territories, whenever such plans, projects or concessions can affect the natural resources found therein.”).

20 See Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, supra note 19, at 437, 442, 456–59 (summarizing international legal sources on this point).

21 See id. at 463.

22 See id. at 462.

23 Here, “transnational enterprise” (or “multinational enterprise”) refers to “a collection of entities, of whatever legal form, that pursue a common commercial purpose across more than one state, where certain components of the enterprise are in a position to control the actions of other components.” Adam McBeth, International Economic Actors and Human Rights 247–48 (2010). These entities have home states — which are the state from which an enterprise’s operations are directed or controlled — and host states, a term that refers to all those states in which an enterprise operates apart from its home state. Id. Transnational enterprises are formed and maintained via foreign direct investment (FDI) — which refers to a capital transfer from an entity in one country to an entity in another with the purpose of maintaining
changes flowing from the capital market liberalization trend beginning in the 1980s and connected to the perception that a robust flow of FDI foments development. States’ efforts to make their domestic markets more attractive to transnational enterprises resulted in an enormous growth in the amount of FDI across developed and developing countries and a concomitant transnationalization of the process of production.

Along with the growth in transnational enterprises has come a corresponding growth in investor protections provided under international law. These protections increasingly have come to represent the cutting edge of international legal evolution as it relates to economic development. Indeed, the number of investment treaties — treaties that “regulate the admission, treatment[,] and expropriation of foreign investment” and secure certain rights to investors — has ballooned to roughly three thousand, including bilateral treaties, regional agreements, and investment protection provisions included in free trade agreements. The tremendous growth of these treaties — which are often highly investor-friendly — is perhaps the strongest evidence of the central role that international private initiative has come to play in advancing economic development.

Yet the growth of the role of transnational capital in economic development — and the concomitant growth in the centrality of investment treaties to processes of development — carries with it important risks. Prior to the rise of modern international economic law, and to the rise of investment treaty regimes in particular, “international law


24 See S.L. Reiter & H. Kevin Steensma, Human Development and Foreign Direct Investment in Developing Countries: The Influence of FDI Policy and Corruption, 38 World Dev. 1678, 1678 (2010); Andrew Sumner, Foreign Direct Investment in Developing Countries: Have We Reached a Policy Tipping Point?, 29 Third World Q. 239, 244–45 (2008).

25 See Eric Rugraff et al., How Have TNCs Changed in the Last 50 years?, in TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT POLICY 9, 15 (Eric Rugraff et al. eds., 2009).


27 Compare Nico Schrijver, Sovereignty over Natural Resources 3 (1997) (describing how since the 1950s “the principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources] was advocated by developing countries in an effort . . . to provide newly independent states with a legal shield against infringement of their economic sovereignty as a result of [contract or property] rights claimed by other states or foreign companies”), with Rudolf Dolzer, The Impact of International Investment Treaties on Domestic Administrative Law, 37 N.Y.U. J. Int’l L. & Pol. 953, 955 (2004) (“The dominant debate in capitals of the third world . . . is about competition for foreign capital and technology, and thus about the necessary ingredients of a national investment policy which will serve to attract the foreign investor.”).
[had never] enjoyed so much authority over the regulatory state on a permanent basis and without the previous intervention of domestic courts."30 The vast majority of investment treaties do not attend to the social impacts that implementation of their provisions may visit upon local populations — by their terms, they "address the treatment of foreign investors alone and are inherently indifferent to issues of the legal system that relate to the nationals of the host state."31 Moreover, the heart of the constraint on sovereignty that investment treaties represent — the threat and reality of dispute settlement — occurs on terms that arguably favor the interests of foreign investors over the interests of host states and the nationals thereof, in that (1) the ambiguous nature of what constitutes an investment and an investor under the treaties means that nearly all economic activities of the foreign investor and any aspect of the host state’s legal system that in some way affects these economic activities could be subjected to international review,32 and (2) the provisions of investment treaties to which states must adhere are less a set of clear rules than a set of abstract and open-ended standards that require extensive interpretation,33 inviting arbitrators34 to construct new norms of state behavior in a manner far removed from the domestic political process.

3. Indigenous Peoples and Extractive Industries — The Interface. — The interaction between indigenous peoples and extractive industries is structured by an immensely complex and diverse web of factors affecting governance (including issues of official competence, corruption, or goodwill), actors, and international legal protections. All the same, this Chapter submits that one important part of the conflict is captured by attending to the power imbalances between the operation of indigenous rights norms and international investment law, each of which has adopted the same broad means as the other, but both of which have directed those means to the accomplishment of frequently divergent ends. The word means in this context refers to reliance on internationally concluded and governed instruments to constrain particular domestic exercises of sovereign authority in order to restructure and regularize domestic relationships between particular actors. This description broadly captures the role of both indigenous rights norms and the investor protections upon

30 MONTT, supra note 26, at 3.
31 Dolzer, supra note 29, at 954.
32 See id. at 956.
33 MONTT, supra note 26, at 3 ("[I]nvestment treaties do not establish concrete rules, but only the most abstract and open-ended standards.").
34 Note that because arbitrators operate in a manner far removed from the domestic political process and render decisions that are unreviewable by domestic courts, they are in effect the primary decisionmakers whose opinions will bind a state’s political and legal branches.
which transnational enterprises rely to conduct their operations. The word *ends* in this context refers to the objectives associated with each legal regime — protection of indigenous rights versus protection of investors.

In broad outline, legal regimes facilitating the protection of indigenous peoples and those facilitating the protection of investors do not conflict out of necessity.\(^\text{35}\) Indeed, in the vast majority of cases, indigenous protections and protection of investors have nothing to do with one another: they arise out of different historical contexts, govern different issues, and perform different functions. Yet the facts of the world — the demand of advancing development for natural resources, the increased rate of operation of transnational enterprises profiting through exploitation of those resources, and the reality that those resources exist on or under indigenous-occupied territory — have meant that these regimes have found applicability to the same situations, and, contrary to the assertions of some,\(^\text{36}\) there does appear to be an inherent tension of sorts between them. Protection of investors requires states to act to remove barriers to investment, and to avoid erecting new ones that undermine the value of an investment; protection of indigenous peoples requires the erection of barriers that, if faithfully implemented, could undermine or destroy that value by preventing meaningful resource exploitation. While this tension need not resolve itself destructively in every particular situation as a *necessary* consequence, the incentive structure surrounding this tension makes the subordination of indigenous rights a frequent and foreseeable outcome of conflict.\(^\text{37}\)

When such conflicts occur, states have an incentive to favor the interests of transnational enterprises where the activities of those enterprises are viewed as necessary to long-term development or short-term revenue flows. International economic trends supported by an international economic legal architecture are successful in reshaping

\(^{35}\) See *Mcbeth*, supra note 23, at 16 (describing how international economic law and international human rights contain the potential for both harmony and conflict).

\(^{36}\) See, e.g., Ben Juratowitch, *Resolution of Disputes Involving the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and Extraction of Natural Resources by Foreign Investors*, 108 AM. SOC’Y INT’L L. PROC. 5, 6 (2014) ("[T]here is no inherent tension between the different applicable rules of international law. Those rules are expressed in broad terms. Tensions arise in the specific context of a particular project for the extraction of natural resources in a particular place, under a particular regulatory and contractual framework, and involving particular . . . groups with their own characteristics and motivations.").

\(^{37}\) Cf. Karen E. Bravo, *Balancing Indigenous Rights to Land and the Demands of Economic Development: Lessons from the United States and Australia*, 30 COLUM. J.L. & SOC. PROBS. 529, 532 (1997) ("In order to foster economic development, developing countries need access to the lands and natural resources that lie within their territories. However, where these resources and lands lie within the territories of indigenous peoples, conflicts arise and governments are confronted with choosing between protecting indigenous land policies and pursuing development.").
incentives because (1) states are politically committed to economic development and/or exploitation of natural resources to enhance the prosperity of the state as a whole, and (2) the operations of transnational enterprises are perceived to be necessary to this goal.38 As a consequence, and especially in situations where the indigenous group whose rights are being threatened is not well-organized and active in domestic politics,39 the state itself has a strong incentive to favor the interests of transnational enterprises, and may itself be complicit or active in committing violations alongside that enterprise.40 Meanwhile, by assiduously ensuring respect for indigenous rights, the state runs the risk of reducing its competitiveness by signaling to other investors that resource-development activity within its borders is likely to be complicated by robust indigenous protections41 — hardly an attractive choice for a development-minded state to make.

Secondly, the immense imbalance of enforcement capacity between international economic legal requirements and indigenous rights requirements cements states’ tendency to favor the interests of transnational enterprises over indigenous rights. State-created or sponsored obstacles to foreign investment are likely to be swiftly and consistently challenged via arbitration,42 and in a treaty based on markedly pro-investor standards, a substantial award against the state is likely as

38 See Lillian Aponte Miranda, The Hybrid State-Corporate Enterprise and Violations of Indigenous Land Rights: Theorizing Corporate Responsibility and Accountability Under International Law, 11 LEXIS & CLARK L. REV. 135, 155 (2007) (“The government seeks the primarily economic benefits to its economy produced by foreign investment upon such lands and ultimately possesses [a] . . . significant economic stake in the [extraction of resources or large-scale development project].”); Uche Ewelukwa Ofodile, Africa-China Bilateral Investment Treaties: A Critique, 35 MICH. J. INT’L L. 131, 139 (2013) (describing private foreign investment as “very important” for developing countries, insofar as it has potential to bring technology transfer, an enhanced tax base, new revenue opportunities, and reduced dependence on foreign aid and external debt).

39 Miranda, supra note 38, at 154–56 (detailing how states and transnational enterprises are often involved in collaborative enterprises whose operations infringe upon indigenous rights).

40 Cf. James D. Fry, International Human Rights Law in Investment Arbitration: Evidence of International Law’s Unity, 18 DUKE J. COMP. & INT’L L. 77, 107–08 (2007) (noting that states only infrequently raise human rights arguments as defenses in international arbitrations, likely because they are incentivized “to avoid the negative repercussions that could result from investors . . . deciding to invest in other states that do not place human rights obligations over the interests of investors,” id. at 108).

Meanwhile, indigenous rights are the subject of much more variable enforcement — the marginal status of many indigenous communities increases the difficulty of articulating legal claims, and even then obligations cannot be squarely attached to individual enterprises. Instead, indigenous groups must fight an uphill battle to obtain evidence of state involvement. Even cases pursued in the Inter-American human rights system — widely perceived to be the most progressive in terms of recognition and enforcement of indigenous rights norms — are subject to delays caused by the consistent deluge of claims and scarce resources. This imbalance is especially noteworthy because extractive industries represent possibly the most litigious group of transnational enterprises — one report indicates that over one quarter of the cases brought to the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) involved mining, oil, and gas companies, by far the single largest proportion of any economic sector.

The result of these factors is that indigenous protections are often flouted in the resource-development context, even where those protections are purportedly strongest. Indeed, the factors identified above appear broadly descriptive of the practical realities of indigenous peoples facing resource-development projects in states across the globe. Of the many candidate struggles that might exemplify this conflict, this Chapter will broadly describe just a few.

(a) **Ecuador** — The experience of indigenous peoples in Ecuador is especially illuminating. Ecuador has ratified ILO Convention 169 and, in response to sustained indigenous protest, has incorporated aspects of indigenous protections into its constitutional and statutory law in relation to preservation of culture and political organization, and (in 2008) the collective right of prior consultation where resource development is liable to affect indigenous communities.

Yet the seeds of conflict were already sown. Ecuador’s oil boom began in the 1960s with Texaco’s famed discovery of oil reserves in a section of the Amazon. The resulting extractive operation — alleged, inter alia, to have generated more than 3.2 million gallons of waste

---

43 See id.
44 The UNDRIP and other human rights instruments impose obligations only on sovereign states. This means that under current law any liability under these instruments for the activities of transnational enterprises must be imposed in relation to a state duty.
daily and to have leaked up to 16.8 million gallons of crude into the
Amazon River, all without any prior treatment—has been the sub-
ject of one of the most complex examples of transnational litigation in
history, propelled by indigenous communities who claim that pervasive
environmental degradation and adverse health effects from these oper-
ations have destroyed their lives and livelihoods and resulted in their
displacement from traditionally occupied territories. Since the 1960s,
the operations of extractive industries of various sorts, including the oil
and mining sectors, have played an increasingly large role in the state’s
economic structure. Meanwhile, despite the appearance of formal
protections for indigenous peoples, domestic legislation has never
properly incorporated meaningful prior consultation.

The incentive structure reviewed above is cemented by Ecuador’s
integration within networks of investor protection. Ecuador is party
to a wide array of investment agreements with developed and develop-
countries alike, and is no stranger to the sometimes dramatic con-
sequences that investment arbitration can visit upon a state that fails
to adhere to an agreement’s strictures. In one recent arbitration,
Chevron received an award based on Ecuador’s failure to stymie the
attempts of indigenous peoples to seek judicial redress for violations
allegedly perpetrated by Texaco’s operations in Ecuador. According
to commentary, the arbitral tribunal’s willingness to extend itself so far
into domestic arrangements to interfere with the right of third
parties to seek redress in the domestic courts of a state party is unpre-
cedented in investment-treaty arbitration. Without commenting on

49  Id. at 704.
50  See id. at 703–06.
51  See JUNE S. BEITTEL, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., R43135, ECUADOR: POLITICAL AND
tions by attracting foreign investment via concessions in particular areas).
52  See DUE PROCESS OF LAW FOUND., THE RIGHT OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES TO PRIOR
CONSULTATION: THE SITUATION IN BOLIVIA, COLOMBIA, ECUADOR, AND PERU 10–11
(2011); Ángela Meléndez, Ecuador’s Indigenous People Still Waiting to Be Consulted, INTER
PRESS SERV. (May 2, 2013), http://www.ipsnews.net/2013/05/ecuadors-indigenous-people-still
-waiting-to-be-consulted [http://perma.cc/8H7N-7BYW]
53  Ecuador was one of the parties in an arbitration that resulted in a $1.75 billion damages
award, the largest ever under the ICSID. Damon Vis-Dunbar, US$1.75 Billion Dollar Award
Levied Against Ecuador in Dispute with Occidental; Tribunal Split over Damages, INV. TREATY
NEWS (Jan. 14, 2013), https://www.iisd.org/itn/2013/01/14/awards-and-decisions-10
54  See Lise Johnson, Case Note: How Chevron v. Ecuador Is Pushing the Boundaries of Arb-
itral Authority, INV. TREATY NEWS (Apr. 13, 2012), https://www.iisd.org/itn/2012/04/13/case-note-
-how-chevron-v-ecuador-is-pushing-the-boundaries-of-arbitral-authority [http://perma.cc/TQ8X-
MKBL].
55  See id.
the correctness of the tribunal’s interpretation of the bilateral investment treaty (BIT) involved, the very existence of a BIT susceptible of this interpretation cannot but help cement a state’s incentives to favor the rights of investors over indigenous persons — as it directly places investor prerogatives into conflict with the ability of indigenous peoples to seek redress for violations of protected rights.

(b) Colombia. — The indigenous struggle in Colombia is particularly indicative of the conflict between transnational natural-resource development and indigenous rights. Colombia is one of the states with the strongest formal legal protections for indigenous peoples. Over a decade before the UNDRIP was finalized, Colombia had already ratified ILO Convention 169, with its statement of the obligation to consult with indigenous communities, and had accorded constitutional status to some rights of self-governance and control over indigenous territory in the 1991 Constitution. The 1991 Constitution also recognizes the dangers of natural-resource extraction for indigenous peoples: it ensures that extraction is to be performed “without impairing the cultural, social, and economic integrity” of indigenous communities and that “the government shall encourage the participation of the representatives” of indigenous communities in decisionmaking respecting resource exploitation.

Yet at the same time that these protections were being developed, the seeds of a conflicting regime were already taking root. The development of indigenous rights as part of the 1991 Constitution occurred in parallel with the adoption of outward-looking development strategies and widespread economic liberalization programs designed to attract foreign investment. Undergirded by a domestic commitment to national development and prompted by the reality of debt obligations, natural-resource exploitation — particularly of petroleum — became a key source of potential revenue. Conflict soon resulted. In 1992 the Colombian government granted Occidental Petroleum Company (OXY) the right to engage in exploratory activities on U’wa-occupied lands, and in 1995, granted that company an exploratory license, all

---

58 Id.
60 See id. at 128–29.
61 See id. at 158.
in the context of inadequate, half-hearted consultation. The resulting legal battle produced two contradictory high court rulings, as well as beatings, threats, and evictions by Colombian military and police — all of which led the U’wa to threaten to commit mass suicide. Although OXY pulled out of Colombia in 2002, disregard of prior consultation remains rampant; sources indicate that a very small number of the environmental permits awarded to enterprises are done so after adequate prior consultation, and in the case of mining, only about five such consultations were recorded as of 2011. Importantl

B. Evaluating Proposals for Reform

Recognizing that the world of transnational business demands investor protection as a practical matter, and that the historic plight of indigenous peoples can no longer be ignored as a moral matter, the

---

62 See id. at 161–73.
67 See JAMES ROCHLIN, PROFITS, SECURITY, AND HUMAN RIGHTS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 155 (2015).
question becomes how to fashion a point of accommodation that allows for the coexistence of both investor protections and indigenous-rights protections, and for the realization of their promised benefits. This section addresses that question. It begins by commenting on a number of reform options already put forth in the scholarly literature, before advocating for a novel equalization approach, which this Chapter considers to be an essential element of any reform proposal.

1. Incorporation of the Rights Recognized in the UNDRIP into a Binding Instrument. — At least two meaningful benefits might flow from transforming the UNDRIP from a political commitment into a binding legal one. First, rendering the UNDRIP a binding instrument (and creating a dedicated supervisory structure) might narrow the implementation gap that often afflicts broad rights-based instruments. It could accomplish this by (1) establishing a more fair and just international consensus on how commitments to indigenous rights ought to weigh against the non-indigenous public interest, and (2) making it more difficult for states to pick and choose which aspects of indigenous rights to protect. Second, rendering the UNDRIP binding would equalize the formal character of the norms at issue. This would mean that when states are considering their obligations as they relate to a potential natural-resource-development project, any conflict that would arise would be between obligations imposed by two binding agreements rather than between a binding agreement and a political commitment. The assumption underlying this strain of argument is that equalizing the status of the norms would somehow raise the cost of violating the indigenous rights norm, which might in turn affect the political calculus that currently surrounds natural-resource-development initiatives.

However, insofar as this reform does not address the conflict between the divergent regimes that impinge on state sovereignty, it likely will not stymie the destructive trends herein reviewed. A binding UNDRIP would not do enough to equalize the de facto power imbalance between indigenous-rights regimes and international investment law — meaning the perverse incentives identified in section A.3 would not be abated. Moreover, there is no indication that the binding character of the norms alone alters incentives in the direction of
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69 See Megan Davis, To Bind or Not to Bind: The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Five Years On, 19 AUSTL. INT’l L.J. 17, 29 (2012) (noting the argument that the present consensus on balancing indigenous rights is set “at the [p]oint that any conflict is usually resolved in favour of the non-Indigenous public interest”).

70 See, e.g., Nehla Basawaiya, Status of Indigenous Rights in Fiji, 10 ST. THOMAS L. REV. 197, 209 (1997) (positing that for the (then-draft) declaration to go beyond a document representing the aspirations of indigenous peoples, “an international convention or treaty . . . is required to ensure the implementation of the principles and standards contained in [the declaration]”).
compliance. Indigenous rights norms have obtained binding status in a number of national jurisdictions and through interpretation of binding international agreements; yet development imperatives continue to trump indigenous rights norms regularly, even in countries that have already incorporated the UNDRIP’s protections or something similar into binding domestic law. This experience suggests that any movement toward the conclusion of a binding agreement will need to be coupled with further reforms, including one or more targeting the equalization of power specifically.

2. Reliance on Regional Human Rights Systems to Adjudicate and Enforce Indigenous Rights. — From the outset, reliance on regional human rights systems can only be one part of a larger complex of reform efforts. First, the areas where the most violations occur often lack regional systems capable of rendering binding judgments. For instance, Southeast Asia sees many violations but lacks a regional system to meaningfully investigate or adjudicate them. And even where there is a system in place, such as in the Americas, states vary significantly in their willingness to accept the competence of courts to issue binding judgments. Moreover, as a relatively young set of court systems within a relatively young legal regime, human rights courts also face difficulties securing compliance with their judgments. The fact that these courts operate at the edge of
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political acceptability further exacerbates this problem. Because states often have overriding practical and political reasons to facilitate natural-resource-development projects within their territory, judgments relating to these carry a substantial risk of controversy.

The experience of indigenous communities protesting the construction of the Belo Monte Dam on the Xingu River in Brazil provides some anecdotal support for this contention. Construction of the Belo Monte dam will likely impact over a dozen local tribes inhabiting the river basin. While construction of the dam itself will cause significant environmental degradation, further degradation and social disruption will accompany the influx of thousands of migrants, including construction workers, suppliers, security guards, and prostitutes, all of whom require basic necessities like homes, food, water, electricity, and roads. Indigenous communities petitioned the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, alleging violations of indigenous rights (including FPIC and rights to consultation both in the UNDRIP and in other instruments). Originally, the Commission issued precautionary measures, demanding that Brazil halt the dam’s construction and conduct consultation proceedings pursuant to its international obligations. Yet after President Dilma Rousseff denounced the decision, suspended payment of Brazil’s dues to the organization, and recalled Brazil’s ambassador to the Organization of American States, the Commission modified its order in a conciliatory direction; substituting the previously strong and unambiguous command that Brazil halt construction of the dam and engage in consultation with indigenous peoples with a bland statement that the parties’ debate over prior consultation and informed consent “ha[d] turned into a discussion on the merits of the matter, which goes beyond the scope of precautionary measures.” The Inter-American system has raised no further objections to the dam’s construction.
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Strengthening regional systems, though difficult, is an important part of the solution. But strength alone is not enough. Something more must be done to align the purposes of, and incentives at play in the gulf between, international investment law and indigenous rights.

3. Creating a Dedicated Tribunal Empowered to Adjudicate Violations of Indigenous Rights and to Hold Transnational Enterprises Directly Accountable. — The establishment of a dedicated tribunal to adjudicate claims arising from violations of indigenous rights (and human rights more generally) seems an obvious solution. Indeed, there is at least one prominent proposal on the subject, which aims to establish a tribunal authorized to adjudicate general human rights–based claims according to arbitration principles. In theory, such a tribunal could close the access-to-justice gap created by (1) home and host states’ unwillingness to hear or responsibly adjudicate claims and (2) the difficulty of attaching meaningful liability via international tribunals. Since the basis in arbitration would allow for obligations to be imposed directly on transnational enterprises, state involvement would not need to be shown to trigger a violation. Further still, the availability of judgments and the well-developed international rules for enforcing arbitral awards would afford indigenous peoples a remedy.

Yet however obvious this solution seems in theory, many political obstacles obstruct its realization in fact. Basing the tribunal on principles of arbitration imports a corollary need for consent of the parties to the dispute. The authors of the L4BB proposal suggest that this is “a relatively simple matter” resolved by encouraging parties with leverage (such as lenders and home-country investors) to demand inclusion of the relevant provisions in their contracts with transnational enterprises. Others feel differently, and it is difficult to see why those who presently invest in transnational enterprises involved in violations would suddenly demand such provisions. Of course, without a wide range of consenting enterprises, the tribunal would lack the necessary coverage to significantly alter incentive structures for enterprises or for states. As a secondary matter, there is presently nothing in the L4BB proposal ensuring jurisdiction over indigenous rights in particular. The purpose of having a dedicated rights regime specific to the needs
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of indigenous peoples is that the general human rights regime is conceptually inadequate to accommodate their particular needs. If the establishment of a tribunal is to have an appropriately protective impact in the indigenous context, then it should be clearly empowered to address specifically indigenous needs.

C. Equalizing Indigenous Rights and International Investment Law by Inclusion of Rights-Related Obligations in Investment Treaties

So far, this Chapter has argued that (1) power differentials between international indigenous protections and international investment law play a key role in the disregard of indigenous rights protections, and (2) for various theoretical and practical reasons, many of the solutions thus far contemplated are not in a position to address these power imbalances. The logical next step is to suggest a means of reform that can address them. In the author’s view, the presence of an observable and detrimental imbalance demands a balancing mechanism — a way to equalize indigenous rights and international investment law such that states and investors are more incentivized to resolve conflicts arising between these regimes during natural-resource exploitation via peaceful accommodation, as opposed to one-sided dominance. This section argues that reformers should pursue this goal through the inclusion of new language in investment treaties. It first describes a two-part proposed reform and then defends that reform’s theoretical desirability and practical plausibility.


(a) Including Indigenous Rights as a Condition Precedent. — For the first half of the two-part proposal, the author recommends the inclusion of express language in the relevant investment agreement imposing an obligation on investors to comply with a minimum level of indigenous rights requirements as a condition precedent for claiming rights afforded under the treaty. Should a dispute arise under the terms of the treaty for which the transnational enterprise seeks dispute settlement, that enterprise would bear the burden of showing (when relevant) that in the conduct of its operations inside the relevant country it complied with a minimum level of indigenous rights requirements. If the arbitral tribunal were to judge that the enterprise failed to comply with this minimum level, the dispute would be ruled inadmissible, and all further proceedings would be adjourned.

The implementation of this procedure would likely have two salutary effects: (1) it would directly incentivize extractive industries to respect the rights of indigenous peoples in the course of their operations by reducing the degree to which arbitral tribunals could serve their investor-protection role in direct proportion to rights violations; (2) it would reduce the pressure (somewhat) on states to bow to investor prerogatives in respect of their willingness to enforce robust
protections for indigenous peoples by reducing the likelihood that such enforcement will be subject to dispute settlement. In this manner, the mechanism that gives international investment law so much power — dispute settlement — is infused with the need to respect international indigenous rights and cannot be accessed except by investors who are respectful of such rights. The obligation thus directly addresses power imbalances that exist between international investment law and international indigenous rights.

(b) Expressly Permitting Affected Indigenous Peoples to Submit Evidence and Argument. — The second prong of the two-part proposal recommends expressly granting indigenous groups a right to submit evidence and argument to arbitral panels when those groups claim to be affected by the operations of a transnational enterprise seeking the protection of treaty provisions. In effect, these indigenous groups would be accorded a sui generis form of relator status in order to permit them to rebut the enterprise’s claim of adherence to a minimum level of indigenous protections.

This half of the proposal ensures that information relating to the obligation proposed in the first prong comes before the arbitral panel in a judicially cognizable manner. Human rights–related obligations might generally be raised before an arbitral tribunal in three ways: (1) by the host state as a means of justifying its action and defending against an investor’s claim; (2) by a home state under treaties that would permit home states to intervene in arbitral proceedings; or (3) by amici curiae. 87

The first two of these possibilities present problems in the indigenous context. Relying on host or home states to protect indigenous rights renders enforcement of an obligation designed to protect indigenous peoples dependent on state interests. Unfortunately, those interests do not always align with those of indigenous peoples, as evidenced by the current state of underprotection. Host states might welcome the inclusion of a minimum obligation provision as a potential defense in general. Yet, they may be disinclined to invoke this obligation if, for example, the evidence suggests pervasive state complicity or involvement, or the state fears scaring off future investors by rigorous argument on the subject. Likewise, home states’ interest in supporting the growth and stability of their industries means that in the vast majority of cases they would prefer to support the investor party. 88

This leaves the third option, submission of evidence and argument by amici curiae. Unlike reliance on home or host states, this option
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permits indigenous groups themselves to petition for participation as amici. In other words, indigenous peoples would not be reliant on other parties (or potential parties) to raise their concerns — they could have an independent voice in the proceedings. A relatively recent case typifies this possibility. In *Glamis Gold v. United States*, a case under NAFTA concerning California regulations (including backfilling and land grading near indigenous sacred sites) that allegedly interfered with the mining interests of Canadian company Glamis Gold, the Quechan Indian Nation submitted an amicus brief detailing relevant indigenous rights and arguing that mining activities would affect enjoyment of those rights. Although the tribunal ultimately resolved the dispute on narrow grounds that precluded any need to consider violations of indigenous rights, the submission was significant for its rarity, for the fact that it involved the Quechan nation itself raising the issue of indigenous protections, and for its potential as a future model for balancing indigenous rights and international investment law.

The present proposal builds on the *Glamis Gold* approach but differs in that according indigenous peoples a sui generis form of relator status aims to do away with that approach’s downsides — namely that a tribunal need not allow nonparty submissions and need not consider them in its decision.

2. Plausibility and Desirability of the Equalization Approach.

(a) Theoretical Coherence. — On a theoretical level, the principal benefit of the equalization approach is that it focuses squarely on the relationship between the power imbalance between international investment law and international indigenous protections, on the one hand, and the incentive structure partially engendered by that imbalance, on the other. It proposes to rectify both by imposing an investor obligation. In doing so, it represents a marked improvement over initiatives focused primarily on formalizing the UNDRIP, which attend too closely to formal status and too little to incentive structures. It also avoids overreliance on regional systems, which lack the capability to impose obligations directly on individual enterprises. Moreover, this proposal would address indigenous concerns specifically, bypassing the allegation of conceptual inadequacy that afflicts the current L4BB reform option. Still, one might object that the proposal is based on a mismatch between the traditional subjects and purposes of investment treaty regimes — states and investors,
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with the goal of protecting the latter from the former via a list of investor *rights* — and this reform’s emphasis on imposing investor *obligations* meant to protect non-subject indigenous communities directly.

In response to this critique, it is important to note that similar suggestions are not unprecedented in the literature discussing the relationship between business and human rights more generally. Moreover, it is not as though rights-regarding textual provisions in investment treaties are themselves completely unprecedented. While no investment treaty to date has imposed any *obligation* on investors to respect a minimum level of rights, there are examples of treaties that address human rights and human rights–related matters in reference to the duties of states. These references are mostly in the form of preambular statements or statements establishing general objectives on labor rights and environmental degradation, but are also in the form of more extensive labor obligations, sometimes including labor standards. Indeed, the new generation of BITs includes an increasing number of references to the potential social impact of investment, a trend particularly observable in agreements to which the United States, Canada, and some European countries are party. New Zealand’s efforts represent a prototypical example: New Zealand has recently included an exception in its investment agreements that allows it to take measures that might otherwise breach investment protections, so long as such measures are taken in order to protect the indigenous Maori
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community pursuant to the Treaty of Waitangi. Given these developments in law and in legal scholarship, the proposal advocated in this Chapter remains within the bounds of theoretical possibility.

(b) Practical Plausibility. — Whatever benefits express language of the sort discussed above might bring, the key practical concern is how to include it in treaties. One way forward might be for indigenous advocacy groups and non-specialist domestic and international NGOs to lobby within developed countries for the inclusion of such language in agreements concluded by their governments. The preexisting distribution of economic advantages and disadvantages in the world system means that the majority of global FDI outflows — around sixty percent — originate in developed economies, particularly those in North America, Europe, and East Asia. In particular, the majority of extractive industry FDI outflows originate in developed countries, and a large proportion of the most influential transnational enterprises engaged in extractive activities are domiciled there. This suggests that developed countries are uniquely positioned to affect transnational enterprises’ activities across the world, and while such countries clearly have an interest in supporting the growth of their industries and the stability of their investments, they are hardly caught in the same development-driven quagmire or incentive trap as are many developing countries. In this regard, it is encouraging that the latest wave of more rights regarding investment agreements is at its strongest where developed countries are parties.

Indeed, many developing countries, which are predominantly host economies, might support the call to include an obligation to respect indigenous rights (and other sorts of rights) within treaty language. Such language might conceivably provide them a credible defense against potentially costly investor claims should the relationship between the state and the investor break down. The extent to which this is the case across the board is likely to depend on the extent of normalization of the practice. Although developing countries may decline to terms that would make their economies less attractive destinations, this problem lessens as a larger fraction of investment treaties comes to include indigenous rights–regarding language. In sum, while this proposal will not be simple to implement, there is a confluence of interests and trends that make it at least possible.
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D. Conclusion

This Chapter has made three contributions. First, it has argued that one factor driving the continuing conflict between indigenous peoples and natural-resource development relates to power imbalances between two divergent international legal regimes — indigenous rights and international investment law — that demand that states act in conflicting ways regarding the same territory and peoples. This means states must choose which regime to privilege in particular situations. As a function of power imbalances between these legal regimes and the actors operating within them, states typically have an incentive to favor transnational business imperatives over indigenous peoples’ interests. Second, this Chapter has argued that equalization of these divergent legal regimes is a necessary part of any reform package designed to address the dangers that natural-resource development poses to indigenous peoples. Third, this Chapter has argued that effective equalization is feasible via inclusion of express language in investment treaties (1) obligating investors to respect a minimum level of indigenous rights as a condition precedent to claiming rights under the treaty, and (2) granting affected indigenous peoples the right to be heard on this question in arbitral proceedings. Such a regime would incentivize transnational enterprises to respect indigenous rights, and to pressure states to do the same.

The equalization approach advocated here cannot do it all. It would give indigenous communities the opportunity to have a voice in distant proceedings that could affect them, but it cannot directly strengthen indigenous community cohesiveness or collective action. Furthermore, equalization guarantees no right to remedy. The approach is also underinclusive, insofar as it does not address abuses associated with natural-resource-development initiatives that lack any transnational component. A more comprehensive solution likely demands a package of interlocking measures in which each option compensates for the failings of the others.

Yet the present analysis and the potential of an equalization approach should not be undervalued. The attempt to resolve the conflict between indigenous rights and natural-resource development is itself a subset of the larger question that has haunted societies dependent on capitalist modes of production since their inception — how to compel the expanding forces of capitalism to bow to collective moral visions of human dignity. This author hopes that the approach advocated here might at least function as one more step toward accomplishing this worthy goal.